Classroom Diagnostic Tools
Grade Level Summary, Instructional Shifts, and Diagnostic Category Skills List –
ELA: Reading Grade 6
Printing Instructions
To provide the Grade Level Summary and Diagnostic Category Skills List to your
students or their parents/guardians in pamphlet format, use the following steps.
1. With this document open, click File, then Print.
2. If your printer allows you to print double‐sided pages:
a. Under Settings, Document, select Print Custom Range, and enter 2‐3.
b. Select Print on Both Sides and Flip Pages on Short Edge.
3. If your printer does not allow you to print double‐sided pages:
a. Print only page 2.
b. Reload the pages into your printer and print page 3 on the back of
page 2 with the pages turned along the short edge.
4. Place the page in front of you with page 2 (ELA Grade 6 Summary; Craft and
Structure, and Integration of Knowledge and Ideas–Literature Text; and
Craft and Structure, Integration of Knowledge and Ideas–Informational
Text, and Vocabulary Acquisition and Use) facing up. Fold the right side in
first and then the left side so the cover of your pamphlet is the first page.

ELA Grade 6 Summary
In sixth grade, students read grade‐
appropriate, complex literature and
informational text and cite textual evidence
to support analyses. They examine how
authors use reasons to make their points and
support arguments with evidence, separating
unsupported ideas from those backed by
evidence. Students analyze both the structure
and content of complex, grade‐appropriate
texts, determining how sentences and
paragraphs within texts influence and
contribute to the unfolding of a plot and the
development and elaboration of events or
ideas. Students share their findings in class
discussions, practicing how logically to
sequence ideas and highlight the themes and
key details they find most persuasive.
Students’ vocabularies expand as they
become more attuned to using context,
knowledge of Greek and Latin roots and
affixes, and word analysis to determine the
meaning of academic words. Students are
increasingly challenged to sharpen their
ability to write and speak with more clarity
and coherence, providing clear reasons and
relevant evidence. Students learn how writers
try to influence readers while discovering how
they can do the same in their own prose. They
know how to answer questions through
writing and can use rewriting opportunities to
refine their understanding of a text or topic.
They also take a critical stance toward sources
and apply criteria for identifying reliable
information as opposed to mere conjecture.

Craft and Structure, and Integration of
Knowledge and Ideas—Literature Text


Determine author’s purpose.



Determine author’s point of view.



Craft and Structure, and Integration of
Knowledge and Ideas—Informational
Text


Analyze author’s point of view or
purpose.

Determine author’s use of text
structure.



Analyze author’s use of text
structure.



Determine author’s use of figurative
language.



Determine author’s use of word
meanings.



Analyze the impact of word choice.





Compare authors’ approaches to
themes.

Determine author’s use of figurative
language.



Evaluate arguments or claims.



Compare authors’ presentations of
events.

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use


Determine meaning of words or
phrases.



Interpret figurative language.
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Key Ideaas and Details—
—Literature Texxt


Cite evidence to sup
pport inferences,
geneeralizations, or analyses.
a



Anallyze theme.



Provvide a summary.



Desccribe how a plott unfolds.

Key Ideaas and Details—
—Informational Text


Cite evidence to sup
pport inferences or
geneeralizations.



Anallyze a central id
dea.



Provvide a summary.



Anallyze how ideas interact.
i

Additional Materials
M
and Resources can
be found att:
http://w
www.pdesas.orrg/
or
https:///pa.drcedirect.ccom/
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The En
nglish Language A
Arts summary for
grade 6 describes the p
performance in En
nglish
Languaage Arts that stud
dents in grade 6 are
a
expectted to demonstraate. The PA Core
esent
Instrucctional Shifts in ELA/Literacy repre
the mo
ost significant shifts for student
learnin
ng and thinking about assessment
found in the PA Core Sttandards. The
Diagno
ostic Category Skiills List provides
descrip
ptions of skills thaat students can be
b
expectted to demonstraate within each
Diagno
ostic Category wh
hile taking the
Classro
oom Diagnostic TTools for Reading..
While tthis list does not include every
possible skill that studeents may encountter
within the CDT, it does provide a
representative sample ffor each diagnosttic
catego
ory.

